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Who is Sturgeon Rewind!
Sturgeon Rewind has been partnering with people, business and industry since 1978. We offer more than a rewind service!
 Need on-site technical assistance? We have the service department to accommodate your needs. We can analyze, remove,
repair and reinstall your motor, generator or pump. Basically, we are part of your maintenance department.
 Do you need an electric motor or generator or pumps. We have electric motors, generators and pumps for every classification,
application and industry. That’s why our customers know to call us first!
 We have a Electric Motor Failure Testing service that identifies internal motor issues that can not be understood without
proper testing procedures. Be proactive with critical motors. Unplanned motor failure can put you out of business for days.

Call 780-998-2220 for FREE basic vertical motor analysis!
Motor and Pump preventative maintenance - what is it all about?


Reactionary Maintenance - The equipment has failed and you have to fix it right now! If you have a spare it helps,
but if the equipment needs to be repaired or replaced, it can become a very stressful situation. Can you afford the
down time?
Some operators are not familiar with the equipment or they are not experienced to perform a proper analysis or
proper maintenance on motors or pumps, so a reactionary maintenance program becomes the norm.

When you involve Sturgeon Rewind we can help you design custom a Preventative Maintenance Program for you. We
have highly qualified service technicians that work on vertical pumps and motors in pumping and lift stations in many
towns, cities and counties.
Vertical motors are very unique, they need specific yearly attention. A visual check will not
determine bearings, packing or proper alignment of the motor.
Improper lubrication, excessive or wrong thrust or incorrect alignment of the couplings can
reduce bearing life or damage your bearings.
When your bearings become noisy you have let your motor go to far.

Use expert motor and pump people to properly maintain your vertical pump and motors and
receive proper documentation.

Call Sturgeon Rewind (780-998-2220) to schedule your yearly
maintenance on your vertical pumps and motors.
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